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Chapter 1 : Center Field Shot : James R. Walker :
"Center Field Shot is a winner. It's smart, crisply written, and packed with eye-opening research and analysis. I learned
something new on every page.

Now, how many ballgames do you see on TV each season? Come on, be honest. This has been the case for
decades now, and the proportion is ever-increasing, with the proliferation of cable channels, the MLBAM
package streaming video, and so on. Serious fans and casual fans alike witness thousands of plays, hundreds
of innings a year, beamed electronically, in one form or another. Sure, we all have strongly held opinions
about this or that play-by-play broadcaster, but regarding the deeper aspects of the business and the technology
that underlies this near-daily transmission of images and events into our consciousnessâ€”well, we tend to take
it for granted. At last an intensive analysis of this complicated and fascinating phenomenon has been
produced. Walker and Robert V. Unlike many earlier commentators, we do not believe that television has
harmed baseball â€¦. Such nostalgic mythmaking is a long-standing tradition in baseball and can border on the
ridiculous. This section is perhaps the best in the book. Walker and Bellamy put a multitude of tricky elements
into motion, but the pieces work fluidly together in a sequence of powerful chapters that engage the economic
and legal forces drawing baseball and television into their stormy union: It had to be invented. A particular
strength of this book is its examination of the technical challenges and complexities of coherently and
dramatically capturing and transmitting the action of a baseball game via video. There was no standard for
teams to follow when adopting, and adapting to, the new TV reality, and the diversity of modes that emerged
in response to diverse circumstances and from diverse prejudices, hopes and visions is fascinating. Thirty-six
photographs are integrated into the plus-page narrative, helping draw the reader in, and adding to the lively
mood. Where Center Field Shot sometimes encounters difficulty is with seamlessness in tone and style. That
balance generally is managed well, but not quite as smooth is the flow from section to section. Nearly every
chapter could stand on its own as an essay or, perhaps, as the basis for a lecture , and while this is in some
ways a positive, it has a tendency to interrupt the sense of linearity. A minor quibble with content: And two
even smaller quibbles: Center Field Shot is at once a fun, engaging read that can be enjoyed in random
five-minute snippets, and a serious full-length work of scholarship. Like the very best of television, it informs
as it entertains. A History of Baseball on Television, Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, Steve Treder has
been a co-author of every Hardball Times Annual publication since its inception in His work has also been
featured in Nine, The National Pastime, and other publications. When Steve grows up, he hopes to play center
field for the San Francisco Giants.
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Chapter 2 : Book Review: Center Field Shot | The Hardball Times
Center Field Shot is a must for anyone interested in the impact of television on American culture, and on baseball, an
American sporting institution that once carried the designation of National Pastime."â€”Richard C. Crepeau, American
Studies.

In lieu of an abstract, here is a brief excerpt of the content: Crepeau Center Field Shot: A History of Baseball
on Television. University of Nebraska Press Bison Books. The intertwined history of baseball and television,
as with the history of television and its relationship with all major sports, is a story of the effect of technology,
the impact of money, and the growth of a significant sports sub-culture in America. Add to that the crucial
decisions of business and sports leaders who are driven by human foibles, fears, vision, and greed. The work is
divided into four sections each encompassing broad themes. Each section consists of chapters whose reasons
for being together are not always obvious, but generally justifiable. At times the organizational structure
produces redundancies, while at other times the reader is referred back to a previous chapter or forward to
another chapter for further information. This can be both awkward and disconcerting. The first section
chronicles the experimental and early years of television technology, televised baseball, and the first attempts
by individual owners to develop a coherent TV policy. The second section is an eclectic package dealing with
the World Series, the Game of the Week, the development of a national television package, the rise of Cable,
and the growth of pay television including the regional sports networks. Baseball people blamed television for
various ills of the game, while simultaneously seeing television as a potential source of new revenues. One
chapter examines the interaction of baseball with the Law and with Congress and another with baseball
coming to terms with TV and seeking to exploit it. The final section offers a very informative examination of
the role of the announcer and the producer in televised baseball. There is an interesting comparison of
announcers on radio and on television, and a look at the interaction of technology and production techniques
in telecasting the game. Bellamy and Walker offer a cogent and sophisticated analysis of the consequences of
television for baseball, both positive and negative. Their work contains much new information and synthesizes
the old with the new in meaningful ways. Their understanding of the fears generated by this new technology
allows them to highlight missed opportunities resulting from short-sighted leadership. The fact that the book is
co-authored makes for an uneven quality in the writing, and that can be disconcerting. The unevenness may
also be due to the fact that some chapters read more like discreet conference presentations or journal articles
than part of a comprehensive study or themed monograph. That having been said Center Field Shot is a must
for anyone interested in the impact of television on American culture, and on baseball, an American sporting
institution that once carried the designation of National Pastime. You are not currently authenticated. View
freely available titles:
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Chapter 3 : Kansas City Royals: Bubba Starling could get a shot in center field in
Center Field Shot has 10 ratings and 2 reviews. In Baseball Weekly's list of things that most affected baseball in the
twentieth century, television rank.

The Game in the Box Part I: The Local Game 1. The Experimental Years 2. The First Seasons of Televised
Baseball 3. The National Game 4. Televising the World Series 5. Origins of the Game of the Week 6. The
National Television Package, 7. National Broadcasts in the Cable Era 8. Television and the "Death" of the
Golden Age Minors Baseball, Television, Congress, and the Law How the Game Was Covered The
Announcer in the Television Age Innovations in Production Practices Epilogue: Televised Baseball Games,
Notes Index show more Review quote "Bellamy and Walker offer a cogent and sophisticated analysis of the
consequences of television for baseball, both positive and negative. Their work contains much new
information and synthesizes the old with the new in meaningful ways. Center Field Shot is a must for anyone
interested in the impact of television on American culture, and on baseball, an American sporting institution
that once carried the designation of National Pastime. Crepeau, American Studies -- Richard C. The best part
of this history of baseball on television is its revelation of how broadcasters learned a new craft, a new art
form. Gittleman, Choice -- S. Walker and Bellamy provide perhaps the definitive history of the evolution of
baseball on television without ever getting too scholarly or slipping into fanciful nostalgia. Center Field Shot
is at once a fun, engaging read that can be enjoyed in random five-minute snippets, and a serious full-length
work of scholarship. Like the very best of television, it informs as it entertains. I learned something new on
every page. Turn off the TV and start reading. Walker is professor of communication and chair of the
Department of Communications at Saint Xavier University.
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Chapter 4 : Center Field | Definition of Center Field by Merriam-Webster
Center Field Shot traces a sometimes contentious but mutually beneficial relationship from the first televised game in to
the new era of Internet broadcasts, satellite radio, and high-definition TV, considered from the perspective of
businessmen collecting merchandising fees and advertising rights, franchise owners with ever more money to.

It is unclear if he pointed to center field, to the pitcher Charlie Root , or to the Cubs bench. Even the films of
the at-bat by amateur filmmaker Matt Miller Kandle, Sr. With the score tied in the fifth inning of game three,
he took strike one from Root. As the Cubs players heckled Ruth, and the fans hurled insults, Ruth held up his
hand, pointing at either Root, the Cubs dugout, or center field. No one knows for sure what his intentions
were. He then repeated this gesture after taking strike two. The ground distance to the center field corner,
somewhat right of straightaway center, was feet. The ball landed a little bit to the right of the corner and
farther back, apparently in the temporary seating in Sheffield Avenue behind the permanent interior bleacher
seats. Calling the game over the radio, broadcaster Tom Manning shouted, "The ball is going, going, going,
high into the center field stands The film also shows that as he rounded first base, Ruth looked toward the
Cubs dugout and made a waving-off gesture with his left hand; then as he approached third, he made another
mocking gesture, a two-armed "push" motion, toward the suddenly quiet Cubs bench. Many reports [2] have
claimed that Ruth "thumbed his nose" at the Cubs dugout, but the existing newsreel footage does not show that
if it occurred, it might have been considered vulgar and would have been edited out. FDR reportedly had a
laugh as he watched Ruth round the bases. The Yankees won the game 7â€”5, and the next day they finished
off the demoralized Cubs 13â€”6, completing the fourth game necessary to win the World Series. Williams
was a respected but opinionated sports editor for the Scripps-Howard newspapers. In a late edition the same
day of the game, Williams wrote this headline that appeared in the New York World-Telegram, evoking
billiards terminology: A couple of days later, other stories started to appear stating that Ruth had called his
shot, a few even written by reporters who were not at the game. In the public mind, Ruth "calling his shot" had
precedent. At the time, Ruth did not clarify the matter, initially stating that he was merely pointing towards the
Cubs dugout to tell them he still had one more strike. Soon, however, the media -savvy Ruth was going along
with the story that he had called his shot, and his subsequent versions over the years became more dramatic.
No member of either team was sorer than I was. I had seen nothing my first time at bat that came close to
looking good to me, and that only made me more determined to do something about taking the wind out of the
sails of the Chicago players and their fans. I mean the fans who had spit on Claire [i. I came up in the fourth
inning [sic] with Earle Combs on base ahead of me. My ears had been blistered so much before in my baseball
career that I thought they had lost all feeling. But the blast that was turned on me by Cub players and some of
the fans penetrated and cut deep. Some of the fans started throwing vegetables and fruit at me. I stepped back
out of the box, then stepped in. And while Root was getting ready to throw his first pitch, I pointed to the
bleachers which rise out of deep center field. Root threw one right across the gut of the plate and I let it go.
But before the umpire could call it a strike - which it was - I raised my right hand, stuck out one finger and
yelled, "Strike one! Root got set and threw again - another hard one through the middle. And once again I
stepped back and held up my right hand and bawled, "Strike two! You should have heard those fans then. As
for the Cub players they came out on the steps of their dugout and really let me have it. I guess the smart thing
for Charlie to have done on his third pitch would have been to waste one. While he was making up his mind to
pitch to me I stepped back again and pointed my finger at those bleachers, which only caused the mob to howl
that much more at me. Root threw me a fast ball. If I had let it go, it would have been called a strike. But this
was it. I swung from the ground with everything I had and as I hit the ball every muscle in my system, every
sense I had, told me that I had never hit a better one, that as long as I lived nothing would ever feel as good as
this. That ball just went on and on and on and hit far up in the center-field bleachers in exactly the spot I had
pointed to. To me, it was the funniest, proudest moment I had ever had in baseball. I jogged down toward first
base, rounded it, looked back at the Cub bench and suddenly got convulsed with laughter. You should have
seen those Cubs. As Combs said later, "There they were-all out on the top step and yelling their brains out -
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and then you connected and they watched it and then fell back as if they were being machine-gunned. It was
worth two runs, and we won that ball game, 7 to 5. Tom Meany, who worked for Joe Williams at the time of
the called shot, later wrote a popular but often embellished biography of Ruth. In the book, Meany wrote, "He
pointed to center field. Some say it was merely as a gesture towards Root, others that he was just letting the
Cubs bench know that he still had one big one left. Ruth himself has changed his version a couple of times
Whatever the intent of the gesture, the result was, as they say in Hollywood , slightly colossal. Nonetheless,
the called shot further became etched as truth into the minds of thousands of people after the film The Babe
Ruth Story , which starred William Bendix as Ruth. Two separate biographical films made in the s also
repeated this gesture in an unambiguous way, coupled with Ruth hitting the ball over the famous ivy-covered
wall, which did not actually exist at Wrigley Field until five years later. Eyewitness accounts[ edit ]
Eyewitness accounts were equally inconclusive and widely varied, with some of the opinions possibly skewed
by partisanship. According to Pat, Ruth told Bush: Ruth did point to the center-field scoreboard. And he did
hit the ball out of the park after he pointed with his bat. So it really happened. Imagine the guy calling his shot
and getting away with it. Landis himself never commented on whether he believed Ruth called the shot, but
his nephew believes that Ruth did not call it. He was pointing at Root, not at the centerfield stands. I was right
there. Painter , the Yankees athletic trainer at the time, shared his recollection of the shot with the Baseball
Hall of Fame. He stated, "Ruth made a three-quarter turn to the stands and held up one finger. Root put over
another strike and the Babe repeated the pantomime, holding up two fingers this time. Then, before taking his
stance, he swept his left arm full length and pointed to the centerfield fence. He had a fine career, winning
over games, but he would be forever remembered as the pitcher who gave up the "called shot", much to his
annoyance. Said Root, "Ruth did not point at the fence before he swung. If he had made a gesture like that,
well, anybody who knows me knows that Ruth would have ended up on his ass. On the other hand, according
to baseball historian and author Michael Bryson, it is noted that at that point in the game, Ruth pointed toward
the outfield to draw attention to a loose board that was swinging free. Some people may have misinterpreted
this as a "called shot", but Cubs personnel knew exactly what he was pointing to, and hammered the board
back into place. Herman re-introduced Root and Ruth on set and the following exchange later recounted by
Herman to baseball historian Donald Honig , took place: Rediscovered 16 mm films[ edit ] A still of Ruth
pointing during the at-bat. In the s, a 16 mm home movie of the called shot surfaced and some believed it
might put an end to the decades-old controversy. The film was shot by an amateur filmmaker named Matt
Miller Kandle, Sr. Only family and friends had seen the film until the late s. Two frames from the film were
published in the book, Babe Ruth: A Life in Pictures, by Lawrence S. Ritter and Mark Rucker, on p. The film
was taken from the grandstands behind home plate, off to the third base side. Others who have studied the film
closely assert that in addition to the broader gestures, Ruth did make a quick finger point in the direction of
Cubs pitcher Charlie Root, or center field just as Root was winding up. In , another 16 mm film of the called
shot appeared. This one had been shot by inventor Harold Warp , and coincidentally it was the only major
league baseball game Warp ever attended. The film itself shows the action much more clearly than the Kandle
film, showing Ruth visibly shouting something either at Root or at the Cub dugout while pointing. The authors
of the book Yankees Century also believe the Warp film proves conclusively that the home run was not at all a
"called shot". Note the marker in the center field corner. Shortly after the called shot, the Chicago-based
Curtiss Candy Company , makers of the Baby Ruth candy bar, installed a large advertising sign on the rooftop
on one of the apartment buildings on Sheffield Avenue. Until the s, when the aging sign was taken down,
Cubs fans at Wrigley Field had to endure this not-so-subtle reminder of the "called shot". In the biographical
film The Babe Ruth Story , Ruth delivers on a promise he made to a young cancer patient that he would hit a
home run. Not only does Ruth succeed in fulfilling the promise, but the child is subsequently cured of his
cancer. In an early scene in the film, The Natural , a Ruth-like player called "the Whammer" points his bat
menacingly toward and past Roy Hobbs, declaring his own "called shot. Major league slugger Jim Thome
used a similar bat-pointing gesture as part of his normal preparation for an at-bat. Fittingly, Jake was playing
against the New York Yankees. Jake repeats the called shot, but instead of going for a home run, bunts the
next pitch for a modified squeeze play , allowing the winning run to come in from second base. In the The
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Simpsons episode " Homer at the Bat ", Homer Simpson , when up for bat at a softball game, points to the
stands. While at bat, he points towards the right field bleachers at Duff Stadium, looking at a "dying little boy"
shown to be Bart, who was healthy , then points down to signal a bunt. He is immediately tagged out, as 3
opposing players were a mere few feet away from him. In the film, The Sandlot , the characters are fans of
Ruth and reference his called shot by imitating it. A young boy travels back in time to prove the shot was
called.
Chapter 5 : Centerfire Shooting Sports - KC Indoor Shooting Range - Centerfire Shooting Sports
That having been said Center Field Shot is a must for anyone interested in the impact of television on American culture,
and on baseball, an American sporting institution that once carried the designation of National Pastime.

Chapter 6 : Guns For Sale - Guns for Sale Online | CenterfireGuns
Accept. We use cookies to improve your website experience. To learn about our use of cookies and how you can
manage your cookie settings, please see our Cookie Policy. By closing this message, you are consenting to our use of
cookies.

Chapter 7 : Babe Ruth's called shot - Wikipedia
All. TRENDING: World Series Parade recap Most Boston moments Tossed beers 'Whitey' Bulger News: Local National
Politics Elections.

Chapter 8 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
Center Field Shot traces a sometimes contentious but mutually beneficial relationship from the first televised game in to
the new era of Internet broadcasts, satellite radio, and high-definition tv, considered from the perspective of
businessmen collecting merchandising fees and advertising rights, franchise owners with ever more money to spend on
talent, and broadcasters trying to.

Chapter 9 : Center field shot | blog.quintoapp.com
Find helpful customer reviews and review ratings for Center Field Shot: A History of Baseball on Television at
blog.quintoapp.com Read honest and unbiased product reviews from our users.
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